
Photocaching 2016 

Waterfront and Street Walking 
This "photo hunt" is modeled after Geocaching, a "treasure hunt" sport that has been increasing in popularity. (see 

geocaching.com for more on that) The recent Pokemon-Go may have been, in part, inspired by it.  Using your GPS 

device, GPS enabled cell phone app, or Google Maps, you will follow the coordinates provided below to navigate to 

a location to compose your images. 

In Geocaching often semi-cryptic clues are offered to help you be sure you are in the right location. So "clues" will 

accompany each location. Once on the streets, members may find different paths to the same locations – so your 

experiences may vary!  

A few waypoints are not "stops" but rather they define the endpoints of a line to be followed doing "photos on the 

run" – the whole segment between stops is your subject area and a chance to practice "guerilla photography" – 

photographing discretely on a busy street can have its own challenges! 

This is an exercise in composition practice and creative viewing. Each waypoint puts everyone in the same area and 

we can compare how people saw the same location differently. 

There are no "right" compositions in this exercise. A couple of spots were chosen because there is no obvious 

subject at that location, so you have to push your imagination for those creative shots. Once at a location (or on the 

walk along the way) you are, of course, free to move around and shoot whatever catches your eye. 

Important Notes: 
GPS devices (and smart phones) vary in the accuracy of their GPS positioning – and environmental conditions can 

also affect accuracy. Reception on city streets, surrounded by tall buildings that block satellite signals, are 

particularly susceptible to "GPS jitter". So be prepared that at the same waypoint, different devices may be placing 

you up to 30 feet apart! 

If you use the Google Map position links in this document (e.g. put this document on your smart phone 

and click on the links), they are less precise that the full coordinates specified in this guide – but with the 

clues you should still be able to find the right locations. 

Don't know what to shoot? (For New Photographers) 
If you see a subject you find interesting, try to simplify (longer lens, shallow depth of field?) or shoot just 

part of the subject. 

Try to spot items with strong contrasting colours, interplays of light and shadow (hint: subjects aren't 

always physical), angles or lines that lead your eye. 

Consider the poses, actions, expressions and motion of the people on the street and around you. Think 

about your shutter speed when capturing those subjects. 

And once you've taken a shot, always remember to turn around!  In many cases, there's a great show 

lurking on the path behind you.  

http://geocaching.com/


Waypoints 

Waypoint PC-01 
Position DEC: 49.28949804, -123.107746 

DMS: 49°17'22.2"N 123°06'27.9"W 
Clue Are you standing on something round? 
Other comments  

 

Waypoint PC-02 
Position DEC: 49.28911901, -123.111172 

DMS: 49°17'20.8"N 123°06'40.2"W 
Clue The sails are set, but never move. Musical(?) pipes are 

nearby. 
Other comments Lots of people moving around you. Cruise ships are in-season now 

– what's happening there? 
 

Waypoint PC-03 
Position DEC: 49.28945102, -123.114164 

DMS: 49°17'22.0"N 123°06'51.0"W 
Clue Perfect art for Vancouver! 
Other comments When the convention centre was looking for a piece of public art, they invited some 

German artists to visit Vancouver and create a piece of art inspired by their first 
impressions. Apparently it rained heavily during their 2 week visit and their creation 
reflects their "first impression". 

 

Waypoint PC-04 
Position DEC: 49.28935002, -123.117971 

DMS: 49°17'21.7"N 123°07'04.7"W 
Clue Metaphorical fire ,water, and ice – but only on special 

occasions 
Other comments  

 

  

https://goo.gl/maps/9nkoyEtJ8vJ2
https://goo.gl/maps/Uh4t4n9gk7r
https://goo.gl/maps/zrm5Pg7SS562
https://goo.gl/maps/ho28Hi2RnbP2


Waypoint PC-05 
Position DEC: 49.29020103, -123.121072 

DMS: 49°17'24.7"N 123°07'15.9"W 
Clue Water for the kids, something stronger for the adults. 
Other comments On your way to this stop from PC-04, you can take a slight detour via the elevator to 

the top of the building to view its green roof. Then take the ramp down and proceed 
to this waypoint 

 

Waypoint PC-06 
Position DEC: 49.29131289, -123.12336212 

DMS: 49°17'28.7"N 123°07'24.1"W 
Clue Houses abound, some in towers, some in boats and 

some on sticks. 
Other comments There is a real geocache near here. If you want to detour and try your hand at "real 

geocaching", talk to Derek and he'll give you the coordinates.  Being a public 
location, you must use "stealth" and not be obvious about your searching – 
pretending to be photographing the area is a good cover story  
For geocachers, this is "Shipwreck" – GC4TEKG 
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC4TEKG_shipwreck?guid=c9f11a48-fe6b-48ae-84d6-d3b7b5aca7cd 

 

Waypoint PC-07 
Position DEC: 49.28933099, -123.1218 

DMS: 49°17'21.6"N 123°07'18.5"W 
Clue The back end view of somewhere you've already been. 

Hop across the street for a coffee? 
Other comments This is a challenge spot – no clear outstanding subject. What will you find? 

 

Waypoint PC-08 
Position DEC: 49.28650403, -123.125832 

DMS: 49°17'11.4"N 123°07'33.0"W 
Clue In rivers, the water that you touch is the last of what has 

passed and the first of that which comes; so with present 
time. – Da Vinci 

Other comments On the way to this waypoint, you should pass a structure totally out of keeping with 
the surrounding buildings. You may think a glass display is your intended stop, but 
interesting as it is, you still have a little ways more to go. 

 

  

https://goo.gl/maps/QgRv2uGvgxz
https://goo.gl/maps/zy8BMFGgRRG2
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC4TEKG_shipwreck?guid=c9f11a48-fe6b-48ae-84d6-d3b7b5aca7cd
https://goo.gl/maps/qatk4tHg8w82
https://goo.gl/maps/ZogY93zQshz


Waypoint PC-09 
Position DEC: 49.28597597, -123.126783 

DMS: 49°17'09.5"N 123°07'36.4"W 
Clue Feeling hungry? How about a nice burrito? 
Other comments This is not a "stop" – this is the beginning of a "photos on the run" leg. Shoot the 

street from here to PC-10. 

 

Waypoint PC-10 
Position DEC: 49.28261499, -123.120804 

DMS: 49°16'57.4"N 123°07'14.9"W 
Clue The Eagle has landed. 
Other comments This is the end of this "photos on the run" leg. Take a few minutes to shoot this 

location, and then proceed to PC-11 to start another run. 

 

Waypoint PC-11 
Position DEC: 49.28275002, -123.117966 

DMS: 49°16'57.9"N 123°07'04.7"W 
Clue Buskers, tourists, and panhandlers abound on this street. 
Other comments This is the start of another "photos on the run" leg, proceed to PC-12. Happy 

shooting, it may be more challenging than the last leg – maybe you'll get lucky with 
busker performances? What about the architecture around you? 

 

Waypoint PC-12 
Position DEC: 49.28544397, -123.114156 

DMS: 49°17'07.6"N 123°06'51.0"W 
Clue Look up and Sinclair will give you the time. 
Other comments This is the end of this second "photos on the run" leg. Proceed to PC-13. 

 

Waypoint PC-13 
Position DEC: 49.28754699, -123.114773 

DMS: 49°17'15.2"N 123°06'53.2"W 
Clue You started on something round. You should end on 

something round. (and wet!) 
Other comments That's it, you're done! Wait for others if you want to socialize after. Watch for 

Pokemon-Go gatherings (30+ people all with their eyes glued to their screens?!) 
There are often many of those in the streets around you. 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/2AQSTBZWABJ2
https://goo.gl/maps/vVjQAj44dHD2
https://goo.gl/maps/d5VfrhWg6LJ2
https://goo.gl/maps/25HHuSH9fKG2
https://goo.gl/maps/cu2RJSwU7bB2

